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Absolute 52 Flybridge - The Absolute Direction

A REVOLUTIONARY YACHT THAT SHOWCASES ALL THE ABSOLUTE HALLMARKS IN A
CUTTING-EDGE DESIGN
The Absolute 52 Flybridge is a new direction, a ground-breaking example of marine architecture
that offers Absolute’s trademark features, including many found only on much larger yachts.
Everything was designed to ensure an exceptional cruising experience, with sensations of comfort
and space heightened by ample headroom, minimal use of steps, extensive glazing and
countless design details that facilitate life on board for guests and crew.
QUEST FOR PERFECTION IN EVERY DETAIL



The Absolute 52 Fly’s stunning flybridge is a luxurious platform for enjoying the sea from a lofty
viewpoint. The helm station, complete with ergonomic seats and large MFDs offering fingertip
control of all onboard systems, is accompanied by settees so that the owner-captain can enjoy
good company even when at the controls. With a dining table, a galley and a bar unit, the
flybridge is a privileged location for life on board, where moments of total relaxation can be enjoyed
on its stern terrace area with modular furnishing. The cockpit terrace, always a highlight of
Absolute yachts, is a flexible space that pampers guests from morning to evening. Its modular
furniture can be arranged as required, and the adjustable shades ensure comfort as the day
progresses. There is easy access to the stern platform for close contact with the sea, and magical
moments at sunset can be accompanied by the delights prepared in the nearby wet bar and galley.
Absolute’s attention to the best possible views can be seen in the glazed stern parapet and the 
open gunwale design. The Absolute 52 Flybridge's extensive glazing, is a familiar Absolute
trademark, which is particularly visible in the saloon, where there are fantastic 360-degree views.
In addition to air conditioning, natural ventilation can be provided by the electrically controlled
vertically sliding windows. The galley is fully equipped, and, unusually for boats of this size, there
is also a spacious pantry. The Absolute 52 Fly's central helm station, is in direct contact with the
saloon, which ensures optimum visibility, and it features advanced infotronics and comprehensive
on-screen monitoring of all onboard systems. A door is conveniently placed for rapid transit from
the main helm station to the lateral walkway, facilitating harbour maneuvers..

General

Year: 2024

Price: $3,189,453

Additional
Charges:

*Price is for the base boat landed and commissioned in NZ with all duty and taxes
paid, ready to sail away. Prices are subject to currency and shipping fluctuations.

Boat Type: Power

Hull Type: Planing Motoryacht

Location: New Boat

Engine/Fuel: Diesel

Hull Material: GRP

Dimensions

Length: 52 ft

LOA: 16.76m

Beam: 4.67m

Engines

No. of Engines: 2

Engine Brand: 2×D8-IPS800 (2×441 KW)

Builder / Designer

Builder: Absolute Yachts

Other Details: Absolute Yachts

Tankage

Fuel: 1,8000 lt

Water: 650 lt

Holding: Yes
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